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Fun & Games

Premium Advertising Space

Where You Least Expect it!

Advertising plays a critical role in promoting
brands and products in retail stores. It introduces
new and existing products to prospective buyers, while helping to create a positive image for
brands and highlighting the benefits of specific
products in the hopes of influencing consumers’
purchasing decisions. Retailers use advertising to
entice people to visit their stores, where additional
in-store advertising communicates messages in the
hope of persuading buyers to purchase a product
or purchase more units of a certain product. Effective advertising generates impulse purchases and
increased sales, benefiting both the retailer and
product manufacturers.
The most popular type of advertising in retail stores
comes in the form of printed signage, including
freestanding floor displays, pallet displays, counter
displays, PDQ trays, standees, side kicks, power
wings and Retail Ready Packaging. The utilization
and effectiveness of these Point-of-Purchase display types have been discussed in previous issues
of Vision. This article will focus on some of the
other types of signage you may see displayed in
retail stores.

Window Graphics
The first role of retail advertising is to induce people
to come into your store. Stores advertise their loca-

tion and upcoming sales in the print and electronic
media, on the Internet and in bulk mailings sent to
your home. However, stores are also interested in
walk up traffic. An excellent and cost effective way
to draw attention to your store is with Window
Graphics. Store windows are unused spaces that
can be utilized to present important information
about your store and products. Local laws that regulate the use of signs on buildings don’t normally
pertain to signage on windows. Windows are easy
to decorate. Signs can be customized for different
window sizes and graphics are simple to apply or
modify. They can be opaque or see-through and
can be adhesive backed or made from static cling
material for easy removal. These attention grabbing
graphics are a terrific way to communicate your marketing message. One-way vision perforated films
allow passers-by to view window signage but not
see into the store, however those on the inside of
the store can see outside. An additional benefit of
window signs is the ability to control heat and glare
by reducing the incoming sunlight into buildings.
Window displays account for 25% of store traffic
and the printed graphics are an important component of any display. Customized Window Graphics set stores apart from each other and are a valuable and inexpensive marketing tool for attracting
new customers. First impressions are often lasting
impressions. Windows decorated with appealing
high impact images and graphics can help shape
consumers’ views about a store and often have
a positive effect on shopping behavior. Today’s
modern printing facilities equipped with high-tech
large format digital presses can produce stunning
high-resolution images in any shape and size on a
variety of materials for decorating store windows.
Store owners should always take advantage of the
incredible opportunity that windows offer for delivering important news about their products, sales,
promotional events or presenting other communications designed to encourage people to walk
through their doors. They will be glad they did.

With summer coming to an end, there are still
hordes of juicy, tasty fruits that you can sink
your teeth into. They are good for the nervous
& respiratory system and lead to healthier looking skin. They are approx. 80% water with high
natural sugar giving energy to one and all when
eaten fresh and ripe. Gorge on these sweet,
luscious fruits this summer.
Apricots - Apricots are rich in potassium and
magnesium supplying stamina. They contain vitamin C, iron and beta carotene. They are fairly
firm with bright orange colour. To be had when
ripe. Unripe fruit can be stored for up to 2 days
or so at room temperature before eating. Keeping them in the fridge will make them last a bit
longer. Rinse and wash apricots before eating.
Strawberries - Buy sweet smelling strawberries
that are red in colour without any white or green
spots. Strawberries are full of vitamin C, potassium, sodium and iron as well as being low
in calories. Strawberries can be frozen up to
twelve months whole or sliced, with or without sugar. Do not remove the stem of fruit while
storing it in the fridge. Before eating, rinse gently
under cold running water.
Raspberries - Good source of vitamin C, vitamin A and fiber, raspberries are the most fragile
of all the berries. So they have to be plucked
gently. Buy firm, dry raspberries avoiding soft
ones. They are highly perishable and should
be refrigerated if not eaten immediately. Gently
rinse the raspberries under cold running water
and dry them on paper towels before serving.
Watermelons - Mostly water so they are low in
calories. Excellent source of vitamin C, potassium and high in pectin. To know whether if the
fruit is sweet, thump it with your knuckles and if
you hear a hollow sound, then the fruit is going
to taste sweet. Watermelon has dark green skin
and bright red coloured flesh. Uncut fruit should
be stored in a cool place, while cut watermelon
should always be tightly wrapped, refrigerated
and used within a day or so.
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Ceiling Danglers
Ceiling Danglers are any type of display or signage
that hangs from the ceiling or anything else above
floor level. They are a cost-effective way for stores
to advertise because they get noticed and don’t
occupy valuable floor, wall or shelf space. They
can be hung where they are most visible and set to
heights where they can be viewed from anywhere
in the store to communicate information about
product category locations, sales promotions, contests, rebate offers and new product introductions.
They are particularly effective in helping to guide
customers through the aisles to find the specific
products the store is looking to move. Danglers
come in all shapes and sizes and can be as simple
as banners or signs, or as complex as multi-shaped
three-dimensional prototypes of the products they
are advertising. They can be made from a variety
of materials and customized to fit whatever space
is available, are easy to install and can be changed
out quickly. Many seasonal danglers are constructed from sturdy materials and can be reused year
after year.
Ceiling Danglers succeed at communicating messages because they get noticed. Since they are
easy to see above the shelves and are often moving or spinning from the circulation of air within a
store, they tend to attract attention. Danglers are an
effective marketing tool, especially when shelf and
floor space is limited and should always be considered as part of an overall merchandising plan.

Shelf Talkers
Shelf Talkers are another effective means of communicating important information to the shopper
with the direct intent of influencing buying decisions. Shelf Talkers are normally small placards
made of paper, paperboard or plastic that are
attached to store shelves with hooks or adhesive.
They are typically brightly colored with short messages printed in large easily readable type that
focus on grabbing the shopper’s attention. The
information they convey can include specific
product description, unit count, promotional
sales, price points, rebates and how this product differs from competing products on the same
shelf. Club stores can display both the list price
and the membership discount price.
Studies show that shoppers make most purchasing decisions while in the store. Although many
types of marketing techniques succeed in communicating how a product is perceived, in-store
advertising has a better chance of influencing the
shopper and driving impulse sales than out-ofstore marketing. The consumer, the product and
the cash register all come together at the same
time in the store. There is no better time to try
and persuade a prospective shopper to purchase
a specific product. The store shelf is the last
battlefront for brands to compete against each
other and Shelf Talkers have proven to be one
of the most efficient uses of marketing dollars.

Floor Graphics
The use of Floor Graphics is emerging as an advertising technique that is growing in popularity
in all types of retail environments. Durable highresolution graphics are digitally printed on non-tear
clear or white adhesive vinyl. The vinyl substrate
is then applied to any non-porous floor and covered with a slip resistant safety laminate that also
prevents degradation of the graphics from foot
traffic and regular floor maintenance. Specialized
substrates are available for use on low pile carpets,
rough sidewalks and even asphalt. The adhesive
used is tough enough to hold the vinyl in place
for long periods of time but can be easily removed
for short-term change outs as well. Floor Graphics come in all shapes and sizes. Bright colors and
photos can be printed in shapes depicting cans,
jars, bottles or any other product you wish to advertise. Gloss or matte finishes can also be added
to enhance the impact of the graphics.
With advertising space at a premium, the floor in
a retail establishment is a prime candidate for inclusion in any merchandising strategy. Since floors
are generally free of clutter and absent of the sideby-side contrasting ads seen on and around store
shelves, a greater percentage of shoppers notice
and read these graphics. Floor Graphics reinforce branding and promotional messages posted
throughout stores and provide a medium to separate and highlight specific products. They are also
used as directional signage, with printed arrows
or footprints guiding consumers around a store to
help them find special promotions or categories.
The use of customized Floor Graphics is effective
and economical and should be considered as part
of any merchandising program where high foot traffic is expected.
For more information on these or other digitally printed
media, visit our website at www.digitalimpac.com or
contact Digital Impact at 610-259-4090.

The VT Group recently had the privilege
of helping Boy Scout,
Joe Stewart, implement his Eagle Scout
service project in his
pursuit of the highest
advancement rank in
scouting. Joe, son of
VT employee Joe
Stewart, first joined the
scouts in 2004 and is a
member of Troop 303
in Salem County, NJ, Garden State Council. From
almost the beginning, Joe was motivated to learn
and put into practice a variety of leadership skills.
As the years passed, Joe served in many leadership
positions in his troop and earned over two dozen
merit badges. By 2013, at seventeen years of age,
Joe had built an impressive scouting resume and
had amassed the necessary prerequisites to submit
an application along with a service project proposal
to his local council for consideration of promoting
him to Eagle Scout.

The Boy Scout’s most prestigious medal was first
awarded in 1912 and has been presented to a total
of 2,209,000 scouts since then. Historically, only
about 2% of scouts are awarded the medal. A candidate for Eagle Scout must be a Life Scout for at
least six months, earn a minimum of 21 merit badges,
exhibit Scout Spirit and display leadership in his
troop. He must plan, develop and lead a service
project—the Eagle Project—that demonstrates
both leadership and a commitment to duty. He
must then take part in a Scoutmaster conference and
finally complete an Eagle Scout board of review.
Joe submitted the proposal for his project in March

and it was initially rejected. He then appealed the
decision and personally argued his case to the local
Scout Council. He received approval in April. After much research, Joe devised a plan to collect old
US flags that were no longer suitable for displaying,
and dispose of them properly. Joe designed a flag
collection bin structure printed with some colorful
attention grabbing graphics that requested anyone
looking to dispose of a flag in an appropriate manner
could simply drop the flag in the bin. Joe reached
out to the VT Group’s Digital Impact to produce
the corrugated disposal bins. DI’s experts tweaked
the structure and graphic design to maximize their
efficiency and produced a prototype for Joe’s review. Upon approval, DI produced 20 bins with
high-resolution graphics for placement at retail locations around Joe’s hometown of Pennsville, NJ.
Joe contacted local shop owners and received permission to place the bins in their stores for approximately 4 weeks. Shop participants included large
supermarket chains as well as local hardware stores
and restaurants. Joe also approached churches and
had family and friends canvass neighborhoods looking for donations of old flags.
The most respectful way to dispose of a worn or
soiled US flag is to burn it and the Boy Scouts
are experts. The Boy Scouts burn more flags than
any other organization in America, conducting respectful retirement ceremonies. Joe approached
the Pennsville branch of the VFW and they have
consented to allow him to conduct the flag burning
ceremony on their grounds using their fire pit later
this month. Flag donors, shop owner participants
and VFW members are all invited to the ceremony.
Everyone at VT wishes Joe well in his quest for
Scouting’s highest award and appreciates the opportunity to be of assistance.

CONGRATULATIONS
to Proud Parents

Mike & Erin Mormile
& Proud G-Daddy & Nina

Bob Jr & Liz Mormile

& Proud Great Grandparents

Bob Sr & Fran Mormile

Michael J. Mormile
Born: August 9, 2013
Size: 19 in
Weight: 6 lb 13 oz
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Dark Cherries - High in nutritional value. Packed
with enzymes, vitamins and minerals. Buy heavy
firm cherries with bright colour and fresh stem.
They last for two days or so. Chilling not only
preserves them, but also makes them more flavorful. Simply rinse cherries in cool water and
drain on paper towel until they are ready to be
eaten.
Pineapples - Storehouse of minerals, potassium,
sodium, phosphorus, magnesium, sulfur, calcium
and iron. They have loads of vitamin C and are
an excellent source of bromelain, an enzyme
that helps digestion. The best fruit to be eaten
is the one with strong, sweet aroma. The colour
of the fruit skin should be a dark, golden colour;
leaves should be fresh and green with no brown
or yellow tips. They ripen at room temperature.
Wrap in plastic and refrigerate it.
Peaches - They are a rich source of beta-carotene
and potassium and contain moderate amounts
of vitamin C. Buy bright coloured, firm peaches
with smooth skin and sweet aroma. They can
ripen at room temperature. It is ideal to refrigerate the ripe ones and eat it within 5 days.

